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Abstract

Small near-infrared (NIR) fluorescent proteins (FPs) are much needed as protein tags for imaging

applications. We developed a 17 kDa NIR FP, called miRFP670nano3, which brightly fluoresces in

mammalian cells and enables deep-brain imaging. By exploring miRFP670nano3 as an internal tag,

we engineered 32 kDa NIR fluorescent nanobodies, termed NIR-Fbs, whose stability and

fluorescence strongly depend on the presence of specific intracellular antigens. NIR-Fbs allowed

background-free visualization of endogenous proteins, detection of viral antigens, labeling of cells

expressing target molecules, and identification of double-positive cell populations with bispecific

NIR-Fbs against two antigens. Applying NIR-Fbs as destabilizing fusion partners, we developed

molecular tools for directed degradation of targeted proteins, controllable protein expression, and

modulation of enzymatic activities. Altogether, NIR-Fbs enable the detection and manipulation of a

variety of cellular processes based on the intracellular protein profile.

Keywords: nanobody, chromobody, iRFP, phytochrome, BphP, cyanobacteriochrome, CBCR
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Optical imaging with near-infrared (NIR) fluorescent proteins (FPs) provides increased tissue

penetration depths and a better signal-to-noise ratio due to reduced light-scattering, tissue absorption

and autofluorescence in the NIR region (650-900 nm)1, 2. NIR FPs allow labeling of whole organisms,

specific cell populations, organelles or individual proteins, and enable spectral multiplexing with FPs,

biosensors and optogenetic tools active in visible range1.

The majority of available NIR FPs were engineered from bacterial phytochrome

photoreceptors (BphPs)3 that use as a chromophore biliverdin IVα (BV), available in mammalian

cells4, 5. However, for BV attachment BphP-based FPs require two PAS and GAF domains tightly

interlinked by a complex “knot” structure and have a relatively high molecular weight of 35 kDa. In

contrast, cyanobacteriochromes (CBCRs) can bind chromophores via GAF domain only and allow

engineering of small 17 kDa NIR FPs. We recently reported a miRFP670nano, the first single-domain

NIR FP, developed from CBCR6. Compared to BphP-derived NIR FPs, miRFP670nano is 2-fold

smaller, naturally monomeric, tolerant to an acidic environment, denaturation conditions, cell

fixation, and has significantly greater stability in mammalian cells6. Due to the compact single-

domain fold with the N- and C- termini positioned close to each other, unlike BphP-based FPs,

miRFP670nano performs well as the internal protein tag6.

While direct tagging of proteins with FPs ensures specificity and allows studying of protein

dynamics in live cells, in some cases FP-fusion constructs behave differently from their endogenous

analogs, due to altered expression level, turnover, and blocked by FP-tag functional domains7.

Endogenous, not modified, proteins can be visualized by nanobodies (Nbs), which are single-domain

15 kDa antigen-binding fragments derived from camelid heavy-chain-only antibodies8. Despite their

small size, Nbs bind antigens with high affinity and specificity9-11. The advantage of Nbs is their

ability to recognize and bind a cognate (specific) antigen intracellularly12.

It has been shown that genetic fusions of Nbs with FPs of the GFP-like family, named

chromobodies (Cbs), enabled visualization of protein dynamics in live cells13. However, imaging with

Cbs often suffers from their excess inside a cell. Accumulation of fluorescent Nbs that remained

unbound led to diffuse background signal, affecting the signal of antigen-bound Nbs13-15. To reduce

the expression level of Cbs, low or inducible promoters could be selected14. Additionally, stable cell

lines with a consistent Cb expression could be generated16, 17. These approaches allow to moderate

the impact of background signal but do not allow studies of cell populations heterogeneous in antigen

expression.
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To control the level of intracellular Cbs, it was further suggested to use conditionally stable

Nbs containing six point mutations in the Nb framework regions18. The diversity of Nbs is mainly

determined by 3 complementarity determining regions (CDRs), whereas 4 framework regions are

relatively conserved19. However, the introduction of mutations at the frameworks may affect the Nb

antigen-binding properties20-23. The analysis of structures of the Nb-antigen complexes shows that a

considerable number of contacts with antigen is mediated by the residues in the framework regions24,

which limits this approach to reduce the intracellular level of Cbs.

Recently, an autorepression system based on the Krüppel associated box (KRAB)

transcriptional repressor fused with antibody-like fibronectin-derived intrabodies (antigen binders

functional in eukaryotic cells) that, in turn, fused to an FP, has been suggested25. This way the

intrabodies expression depends on the antigen level because the unbound intrabodies fusions are

translocated to the nucleus where the KRAB domain represses their transcription. This system can be

also used with other intrabodies including Nbs23. However, the high accumulation of intrabodies in

the nucleus produces a strong fluorescent signal23, 25, even if the cognate antigen is not expressed,

limiting this approach to non-nuclear antigens and to homogeneously antigen-expressing cell

populations.

In this work, we developed an enhanced CBCR-based single-domain NIR FP, called

miRFP670nano3. We showed that it brightly fluoresces in mammalian cells without a supply of any

cofactors and can be used for deep-tissue imaging in vivo. We then designed small 32 kDa fluorescent

Nbs, internally tagged with the NIR FP, termed NIR-Fbs. NIR-Fbs efficiently recognize intracellular

cognate antigens but are rapidly degraded in their absence. We first applied NIR-Fbs for re-coloring

of cells expressing a visible-range FP into NIR, and then for NIR labeling of endogenous proteins.

We next engineered bispecific NIR-Fb constructs for selective NIR labeling of only those cells that

express two specific antigens. We then showed that NIR-Fbs can serve as the destabilizing fusion

partner for regulatory proteins and peptides, enabling control of cellular processes with cell-

selectivity mediated by the expression of specific intracellular epitopes. We finally applied NIR-Fbs

for degradation of target proteins, regulation of protein expression, and kinase activities in an antigen-

dependent manner.

Results
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Molecular evolution of miRFP670nano protein.

A CBCR-based monomeric NIR FP miRFP670nano was used as a starting point for molecular

evolution. We performed several rounds of random mutagenesis of miRFP670nano, followed by

simultaneous saturating mutagenesis of the identified residues. In each round, initial screening was

performed in E.coli co-expressing heme oxygenase for high BV production. However, the brightness

of NIR FPs in mammalian cells (termed as effective brightness) may differ from the brightness in the

heme oxygenase expressing bacteria. Since the NIR FP fluorescence is provided by BV chromophore,

efficient binding of endogenous BV is essential for the NIR FP’s effective brightness in mammalian

cells3, 26. Therefore, in each round of miRFP670nano mutagenesis, we screened the brighter clones

not only in E.coli but also in transiently transfected HeLa cells. The 15 rounds of the molecular

evolution resulted in a NIR FP, named miRFP670nano3, having 14 mutations relative to parental

miRFP670nano (Supplementary Fig. 1).

Characterization of miRFP670nano3 protein in vitro.

An enhanced miRFP670nano3 protein exhibited fluorescence excitation and emission at 645 nm and

670 nm, respectively, which were similar to spectral properties of parental miRFP670nano (Fig. 1a-

b and Supplementary Table 1). Molecular brightness (the product of a molar extinction coefficient

and a quantum yield) of miRFP670nano3 was 2-fold higher than molecular brightness of

miRFP670nano and 1.5-fold higher than widely used red FPs mCherry or mCardinal. Notably, the

extinction coefficient (129,000 M-1cm-1) and fluorescence quantum yield (18.5%) of miRFP670nano3

are the highest among all monomeric NIR FPs with BV chromophore (Supplementary Table 1).

Similar to parental miRFP670nano, miRFP670nano3 exhibited monomeric behavior in size exclusion

chromatography. miRFP670nano3 with the polyhistidine tag and linker run as a monomer with the

apparent molecular weight of 18.8 kDa (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 2).

Fluorescence of miRFP670nano3 was stable over a wide pH range of 4.0-11.0. (Fig. 1d). In

contrast to parental miRFP670nano, which is more alkali sensitive, the developed miRFP670nano3

demonstrated high tolerance to both acidic and alkaline environments.

Performance of miRFP670nano3 in live mammalian cells.

miRFP670nano3 was brightly fluorescent in mammalian cells without adding exogenous BV. Its

effective brightness was more than 4-fold higher than that of miRFP670nano in all tested mammalian
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cell lines (Fig. 1e, Supplementary Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 1).

An important advantage of miRFP670nano over BphP-derived NIR FPs is high photostability.

The enhanced miRFP670nano3 exhibited photostability close to that of miRFP670nano (Fig. 1f and

Supplementary Table 1).

miRFP670nano3 was stable in mammalian cells. After 4 h incubation with cycloheximide, a

protein synthesis inhibitor, the miRFP670nano3 expressing cells retained 85% of their fluorescence.

Treatment with bortezomib, an inhibitor of proteasome-dependent protein degradation, increased the

brightness of the miRFP670nano3 expressing cells only by 10%. Similar cellular stability was

observed for miRFP670nano and EGFP (Fig. 1g,h and Supplementary Fig. 3). A fluorescence

comparison of cells transiently expressing miRFP670nano3 48 h and 120 h after the transfection

further confirmed its high cellular stability (Supplementary Fig. 4). Notably, 120 h after transfection

the miRFP670nano3 expressing cells retained ~80% of their fluorescence, whereas the

miRFP670nano- and EGFP-expressing cells only ~60% (Fig. 1i and Supplementary Fig. 3).

miRFP670nano3 fluorescence was 85% at 48 h and reached a maximum 72 h after the transfection,

which was similar to the miRFP670nano transfected cells (Supplementary Fig. 5).

To confirm that miRFP670nano3 is monomeric in mammalian cells, we performed an

organized smooth endoplasmic reticulum (OSER) assay27. In this assay, FPs are fused to the

cytoplasmic end of the endoplasmic reticular signal anchor (CytERM). The formation of dimers or

oligomers should lead to the reorganization of ER architecture, which is observed as OSER whorl

structures. OSER assay showed that miRFP670nano3 is monomeric in mammalian cells, with 87%

of cells exhibiting normal phenotypes (Supplementary Fig. 6). Moreover, a ratio of the mean

fluorescence intensities of the observed OSER structures and the nuclear envelope (NE) was

1.98±0.14, further indicating that miRFP670nano3 is a monomer27.

Due to its high brightness, pH-stability and compact single-domain fold, miRFP670nano3

performed well as C-, N- or internally inserted tags. In live mammalian cells, the fusions exhibited

proper localization, including the fusions with proteins forming filaments, such as α-tubulin, β-actin

and myosin, the fusions with transmembrane proteins, such as EGFR (epidermal growth factor

receptor) and β2AR (β2-adrenergic receptor), and the fusions with proteins targeted to cellular

compartments, such as clathrin, lysosome-associated membrane protein LAMP1 and histone 2B. As

the internal tags, miRFP670nano3 was inserted between the helical and GTPase domains of the G-

protein α-subunit (Gαs) and into the intracellular loop 3 of β2AR (Supplementary Fig. 7).
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Furthermore, primary rat cortical neurons expressing miRFP670nano3 exhibited bright homogenous

fluorescence without the supply of exogenous BV (Supplementary Fig. 8).

Two-photon imaging in the brain and spinal cord in vivo.

To evaluate the utility of miRFP670nano3 for in vivo imaging, we sub-cloned it into an adeno-

associated viral (AAV) vector carrying a synapsin promoter. The vector was then injected into the

somatosensory cortex or spinal dorsal horn of Cx3cr1 GFP/+ mice with labeled microglia. Three to five

weeks after injection, animals were prepared for in vivo two-photon imaging to determine protein

expression and attainable imaging depth.

NIR FPs, in addition to their absorption peaks in the so-called Q band (i.e., 30-70 GM at 1200-

1280 nm), exhibit high cross-sectional values in the so-called Soret band (180-450 GM at 890-950

nm)1, 28. This feature permits multiplex, subcellular resolution imaging of miRFP670nano3 and EGFP

with single-wavelength two-photon excitation using a standard Ti:Sapphire laser. Our experiments

used the excitation light powers that, based on our previous studies29-31, do not activate microglia.

We found that miRFP670nano3 brightly fluoresced in transduced neuronal cells without the

need for external BV (Fig. 2). At the 920 nm wavelength optimally exciting EGFP, miRFP670nano3-

positive cells were routinely visualized through the entire depth of the cortex, down to the entorhinal

cortex level (~850 µm) that exceeded those with EGFP in Cx3cr1 GFP/+ mice with brightly EGFP-

labeled microglia (Supplementary Videos S1-S3).

It has been demonstrated that microglia respond to neuronal tissue perturbations with

morphological changes and functional alterations29-32. Such changes were not observed in response

to the long-term (3-5 weeks) miRFP670nano3 expression (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Videos S1-

S3), indicating that miRFP670nano3 do not cause cytotoxicity and are well tolerated in vivo.

Construction of Nbs internally fused with miRFP670nano3.

We next designed internal fusions of miRFP670nano3 with a well-characterized Nb to GFP (NbGFP)20,

33. We tested three insertion positions in NbGFP (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 9) shown to be Nb

split sites34. In cells co-expressing EGFP, all internal fusions exhibited NIR fluorescence, which

varied depending on the insertion site and linkers length. Without EGFP, the fluorescence of internal

fusions was not detected (Fig. 3b,c, Supplementary Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 10), suggesting

that fluorescence of fusions depended on the presence of a cognate antigen EGFP. In contrast, when
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miRFP670nano3 was fused to NbGFP as either N- or C-terminal tag, the fusions had NIR fluorescence

in both the EGFP expressing and EGFP non-expressing cells (Supplementary Fig. 11). The brightest

internal fusion had a miRFP670nano3 insertion between NbGFP residues Ser65 and Val66 with

Gly4Ser linkers (Fig. 3b,c and Supplementary Fig. 10). This fusion variant was termed a NIR-FbGFP

and subjected to further analysis. We expressed NIR-FbGFP in E.coli and found that, in contrast to

mammalian cells, bacterial cells expressing NIR-Fb without antigen, exhibited NIR fluorescence

(Supplementary Fig. 12a). NIR-FbGFP purified from E.coli recognized immobilized EGFP and

bound it from solution in the dot-blot analysis (Supplementary Fig. 12b-e), suggesting that NIR-

FbGFP expressed in E.coli retained both the miRFP670nano3 fluorescence and NbGFP antigen-binding

properties.

To determine whether specificity to an antigen affected NIR-Fb behavior, we used EGFP

bearing an N146I mutation, which has been shown to dramatically reduce binding with NbGFP
35. Co-

expression of NIR-FbGFP and EGFP/N146I caused a more than 10-fold decrease in NIR fluorescence

of HeLa cells as compared to the cells co-expressed NIR-FbGFP and non-mutated EGFP

(Supplementary Fig. 13), indicating that NIR-FbGFP performance depended on antigen specificity.

To assess whether an antigen concentration affects the protein level of NIR-Fb, we co-

transfected cells with the fixed amount of a NIR-FbGFP-encoding plasmid and decreasing amounts of

an EGFP-encoding plasmid. Despite we used the same amount of the NIR-FbGFP plasmid for cells

transfection, the fluorescence intensity of NIR-FbGFP was different and depended on the EGFP

expression level (Fig. 3d, Supplementary Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 14), confirming that NIR-

Fb exhibits the antigen-dependence in a dose-dependent manner. Finally, when we fused NIR-FbGFP

to mTagBFP2 36, the mTagBFP2 fluorescence similarly depended on the presence of EGFP antigen

(Supplementary Fig. 15).

These data suggested that a possible mechanism of NIR-FbGFP behavior in mammalian cells

is the stabilization by antigen binding and degradation in the unbound state by the ubiquitin-

proteasome system. To evaluate this hypothesis, we treated the NIR-FbGFP transfected cells with an

inhibitor of proteasome-dependent protein degradation bortezomib. Whereas non-treated cells were

non-fluorescent, the cells incubated with bortezomib demonstrated strong NIR fluorescence (Fig. 3e,

Supplementary Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 16) in agreement with this mechanism.

Engineering of NIR-Fbs using different nanobodies.
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To study whether the NIR-Fb approach can be extended to other Nbs, we applied it to 9 more Nbs,

such as Nb specific to actin37, BC2 Nb to β-catenin22, 38, 39, LaM4 Nb to mCherry40, Nb against ALFA-

tag41, Nb ca1698 to E.coli DHFR (dihydrofolate reductase)42, Nb 59H10 and 2E7 to HIV (human

immunodeficiency virus) antigens p2443 and gp4144, 45, and Nb 21 and m6 specific to spike SARS-

Cov-2 antigen46, 47 (Supplementary Fig. 17).

Although these Nbs have a similar structural architecture, their mode of antigen binding is

different. NbGFP employs all three CDR regions for antigen binding (PDB ID: 3OGO)20. Instead, in

the LaM4 interaction with mCherry, the binding occurs via the CDR3 and only partly via CDR1 (PDB

ID: 6IR1)48. Most of the contacting surfaces of the Nb6 and spike SARS-CoV-2 RBD (receptor

binding domain) are contributed by the CDR1 and CDR247. The interactions in the BC2 Nb are

formed by the CDR3 and framework regions 2 and 3 (PDB ID: 5IVN)22. The NbALFA binding with

ALFA-peptide is mainly contributed by CDRs 2 and 3 but also involves framework region 2 (PDB

ID: 6I2G)41. The Nb ca1698 binds to DHFR using residues from all three CDRs and framework 2

(PDB ID: 4EIG)42. To interact with the C-terminal domain of the HIV p24 antigen, the Nb 59H10

uses its framework region 2 and all three CDRs (PDB ID: 5O2U)43. The major contacts of the Nb

2E7 and HIV gp41 antigen are formed by residues in CDR1, CDR2 and framework region 2 (PDB

ID:5HM1)45. The Nb 21 binds to spike SARS-CoV-2 RBD via all three CDRs and framework regions

2 and 346.

Despite differences in the structural basis of antigen binding, similar to NIR-FbGFP all

engineered NIR-Fbs exhibited antigen-dependent stabilization in mammalian cells. The 8 engineered

NIR-Fbs exhibited strong fluorescence in cells co-expressing their cognate antigens and were

degraded in the absence of specific antigens (Fig. 3f,g and Supplementary Fig. 3). Only NIR-FbBC2

produced rather weak fluorescence that was consistent with the properties of the used Nb to β-catenin,

which was reported to have low cellular expression22.

Re-coloring of fluorescent proteins with NIR-Fbs.

We next applied NIR-Fbs for re-coloring49 of EGFP- and mCherry-labeled proteins. HeLa cells were

co-transfected with EGFP- or mCherry-tagged β-actin and α-tubulin and a 10-fold excess of NIR-

FbGFP and NIR-FbmCherry encoding plasmids. Despite this, both NIR-FbGFB and NIR-FbmCherry strongly

colocalized with the EGFP- or mCherry-labeled cytoskeletal proteins, and no background signal was

observed (Fig. 4a,b and 4c,d).
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The NIR re-coloring with NIR-FbGFP and NIR-FbmCherry can be applied to numerous available

transgenic mice and cell lines expressing proteins of interest tagged with EGFP or mCherry50. NIR-

Fbs exhibit antigen-dependence stabilization in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 3d), which allows the

re-coloring of cells heterogeneous for the EGFP or mCherry expression level.

Notably, NIR-FbALFA engineered with Nb specific to ALFA tag41 performed well in the

labeling of various ALFA-tagged cellular proteins (Fig. 4e,f).

Furthermore, using NIR-Fbactin engineered with Nb specific for actin we showed that NIR-Fb

could be fused with other FPs, like EGFP, for indirect labelling of proteins of interest (Fig. 4h-j). To

avoid two-color (green and NIR) labelling in this application, we engineered a non-fluorescent

miRFP670nano3 mutant, miRFP670nano3/Y58C, using the previously reported for CBCRs color-

tuning mechanism in which the additional introduced tetrapyrrole-binding Cys residue caused the

reduction of the BV chromophore3

Bispecific NIR-Fbs for labeling of double-positive cells.

We hypothesized that two fused NIR-Fbs for two different antigens would be stable only in the

presence of both cognate antigens, forming a multi-antigen logic gate. To evaluate this hypothesis,

we engineered a bispecific fusion construct containing NIR-Fbs to two different cognate antigens,

EGFP and mCherry (Fig. 5a). Co-expression of both EGFP and mCherry resulted in miRFP670nano3

fluorescence, indicating that the bispecific NIR-FbGFP−NIR-FbmCherry fusion was stabilized by binding

with both antigens. In contrast, when NIR-FbGFP−NIR-FbmCherry was co-expressed with either EGFP

or mCherry alone the NIR fluorescence dropped >10-fold, indicating that the bispecific fusion was

degraded (Fig. 5b,c). Thus, bispecific NIR-Fbs permit specific labeling of double-positive cell

populations expressing both targeted antigens, efficiently acting as Boolean “and” elements. This

property makes it very useful for the design of new signaling pathways and other synthetic biology

applications in mammalian cells.

Antigen-dependent gene regulation.

We next evaluated whether NIR-Fb could act as a destabilizing fusion partner for regulatory proteins.

First, to confirm that NIR-Fb mediates antigen-dependent stability of its fusion partner, we

constructed NIR-FbmCherry–EGFP fusion and evaluated its behavior in live cells co-transfected with

mCherry or mTagBFP2, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 18a,b). EGFP fluorescence was observed
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only in the cells expressing mCherry (Supplementary Fig. 18b,c), suggesting that in the absence of

cognate antigen both NIR-FbmCherry and its fusion-partner EGFP were degraded.

We then applied this approach to antigen-dependent gene expression. For this, we used a

GAL4/UAS system in which the GAL4 transcription factor drives expression of the reporter gene

downstream of its UAS (upstream activating sequence)’s DNA-binding site51. We fused GAL4 to

NIR-FbGFP (Fig. 5d, right) and co-expressed it with the pUAS-Gluc reporter plasmid encoding

Gaussia luciferase (Gluc) and with either EGFP or mTagBFP2. When mTagBFP2 was co-expressed

instead of EGFP, the NIR-FbGFP–GAL4 was degraded, resulting in the 25-fold decrease of the

bioluminescent signal as compared to cells co-transfected with EGFP (Fig. 5e). A biNIR-FbGFP–

GAL4 construct, containing two NIR-FbGFP fused with GAL4 (Fig. 5d, left), exhibited even stronger

antigen-dependence, providing more than the 50-fold decrease of the Gluc signal with co-expressed

mTagBFP2 as compared to the EGFP-expressing cells (Fig. 5f).

NIR-Fbs for targeted degradation of cellular proteins.

We next studied whether NIR-Fb could drive the degradation of targeted proteins upon their binding.

As a binding pair, we used NbALFA and its small antigen ALFA peptide (SRLEEELRRRLTE)41 fused

to a protein. We tested the degradation of the GAL4 transcription factor. For this, we fused NIR-

FbGFP and biNIR-FbGFP with NbALFA and GAL4 with ALFA peptide (Fig. 5g). Co-expression of

ALFA-labeled GAL4 and pUAS-Gluc with NIR-FbGFP–NbALFA without EGFP resulted in ~75%

reduction of the Gluc signal as compared to the EGFP-expressing cells (Fig. 5h). Moreover, with

biNIR-FbGFP–NbALFA the ~85% reduction of the Gluc signal was observed in the absence of EGFP

(Fig. 5i). These data suggested that intracellular proteins can be targeted for the directed antigen-

dependent degradation mediated by binding with NIR-Fb fusions.

Control of kinases activity in antigen-dependent manner.

We next applied NIR-Fb for modulation of protein kinases activity. As for tagging kinases, we

selected Protein Kinase A (PKA) and c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK). PKA is one of the key effectors

of the cAMP-dependent pathway, while JNK regulates cellular responses to stress signals52. The

activity of PKA can be specifically inhibited by a peptide comprising amino acids 14-22

(GRTGRRNAI) of the PKA inhibitor protein PKI53. This peptide binds to the catalytic subunit of

PKA and acts as pseudosubstrate54. For inhibition of JNK activity, we chose the widely used
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inhibitory peptide composed of the amino acids 153–163 (RPKRPTTLNLF) of the JNK-interacting

protein-1 JIP-155. The binding of this peptide induces rearrangement between the N- and C-terminal

domains of JNK and distorts the ATP-binding pocket, inhibiting the catalytic activity56.

To develop antigen-dependent inhibitors for PKA and JNK kinases, we engineered constructs

consisting of corresponding inhibitory peptides and non-fluorescent NIR-FbGFP/Y58C variant,

containing non-fluorescent miRFP670nano3/Y58C mutant instead of miRFP670nano3 (Fig. 6a). The

resultant NIR-FbGFP/Y58C–PKI and NIR-FbGFP/Y58C–JIP fusions were expressed in the presence

and absence of EGFP in the reported earlier HeLa cell lines, expressing NIR FRET biosensors of

PKA or JNK kinases6, respectively. The NIR FRET biosensors consisted of a miRFP670nano donor,

a phosphoamino acid-binding domain, a peptide sequence of PKA or JNK kinases substrates, and a

miRFP720 acceptor. Activated kinases phosphorylate the substrate peptides, resulting in a

conformation rearrangement and FRET increase between the miRFP670nano donor and miRFP720

acceptor6. Kinase activity was determined after stimulation of PKA with 1 mM dibutyryl cyclic

adenosine monophosphate (dbcAMP) and JNK with 1 μg/ml anisomycin. Co-transfection with NIR-

FbGFP/Y58C–PKI and NIR-FbGFP/Y58C–JIP fusions with EGFP resulted in the inhibition of PKA and

JNK kinases by ~80% and ~76%, respectively (Figs. 6b,d and 6c,e). These results demonstrated the

ability of NIR-Fb inhibitory fusions to modulate kinases signaling in an antigen-dependent manner.

Discussion

By applying 15 rounds of molecular evolution to single-domain CBCR-based miRFP670nano, we

have developed miRFP670nano3, the NIR FP with the highest quantum yield (Supplementary Table

1 and Fig. 1e). The molecular brightness of miRFP670nano3 is 2 or more times larger than that of

the state-of-the-art two-domain BphP-based NIR FPs (Supplementary Table 1). miRFP670nano3

has a molecular weight of 17 kDa and exhibits high photostability (Supplementary Table 1 and Fig.

1d), protein stability in mammalian cells (Fig. 1g-i and Supplementary Fig. 4) and resistance to

acidic and alkali environments (Fig. 1d-i and Supplementary Table 1). Size exclusion

chromatography and OSER assay validated the monomeric status of miRFP670nano3 in vitro and

mammalian cells (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 2,6). miRFP670nano3 performed well not only

as the N- and C-terminal but also as an internal protein tag (Supplementary Fig. 7).
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An important advantage of miRFP670nano3 is its substantially increased quantum yield.

miRFP670nano3 differs from parental miRFP670nano by 14 mutations (Supplementary Fig. 1). The

overlay with the miRFP670nano’s crystal structure6 demonstrated that 3 mutations (V36T, V38S and

V39H) are buried inside the protein close to the BV pocket and may form additional bonds with either

BV chromophore or immediate chromophore environment, decreasing the chromophore flexibility.

Other mutations may contribute to the overall protein rigidity. This makes the non-radiative

chromophore transition less favorable, resulting in the increased quantum yield of miRFP670nano3.

Compared to miRFP670nano, miRFP670nano3 has twice increased molecular brightness but

4-fold higher brightness in mammalian cells, indicating the increased efficiency of the endogenous

BV binding in mammalian cells.

miRFP670nano3 was imaged deeper in brain tissue that EGFP using two-photon excitation

(Fig. 2). The possibility to excite miRFP670nano3 in the Soret band allows multiplexed imaging with

the visible range FPs by a single two-photon laser. Altogether this makes miRFP670nano3 the FP of

choice for imaging applications in the NIR.

Using miRFP670nano3 as the internal tag, we have developed a new antigen-stabilized type

of NIR fluorescent Nbs, NIR-Fbs. NIR-Fbs are stabilized by the antigen-binding and are degraded in

the absence of cognate antigens, such as endogenous proteins. Whereas the use of weak or inducible

promoters allows only decreasing the Nb expression level14, the intracellular level of NIR-Fbs

strongly depends on the amount of their cognate antigen (Fig. 3d), resulting in the specific labeling

of cells heterogeneous in antigen expression. The NIR-Fb scaffold does not require the introduction

of mutations into Nb framework regions15, often involved in the interaction with antigen20-23, and

thus, do not perturb Nb antigen-binding properties.

It has been shown that antigen binding increases the stability of Nbs in mammalian cells23,

which is consistent with the observed NIR-Fbs behavior. We hypothesize that the insertion of

miRFP670nano3 could cause structural changes in Nb, which might explain the NIR-Fb antigen-

dependent properties. Nbs have nine antiparallel β-strands forming two sandwiching β-sheets.

Insertion of miRFP670nano3 at opposite sides of CDRs increases the distance between the adjacent

β-strands, inevitably resulting in a deformation of the β-sheet surface, but does not preclude

interacting with the antigen35. The binding of the antigen to NIR-Fb could either compensate for the

deformation of the β-sheet or sterically hinder the approach of ubiquitination ligases to the Nb,

effectively shielding it from the protein degradation machinery.
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To demonstrate the generalizability of the NIR-Fb approach, we engineered 10 NIR-Fbs

against different antigens including NIR-Fbs to FPs, mammalian endogenous proteins, small peptide

tags, bacterial proteins, and viral antigens (Supplementary Fig. 17 and Fig. 3g,f). The antigen-

dependent stabilization makes NIR-Fbs the valuable probes for labeling of mixed cell populations

heterogenic by antigen expression and for specific detections of intracellular antigens. For example,

engineered NIR-Fbs against gp41 protein of HIV envelope complex, HIV capsid protein p24, and

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein can be used as fluorescent reporters of viral infection and for tracking of

viral distribution.

NIR re-coloring with NIR-FbGFP and NIR-FbmCherry (Fig. 4a-d) could be applied for numerous

transgenic mice and cell lines expressing proteins tagged with EGFP or mCherry. Double-antigen-

dependent bispecific constructs consisting of two NIR-Fbs to different antigens (Fig. 5a-c) are useful

probes to identify double-positive cells expressing both antigens.

Applying NIR-Fb as the destabilizing fusion partner for regulatory proteins allows controlling

cellular processes exclusively in cells expressing the specific antigen. These processes include, but

are not limited to, targeted protein degradation (Fig. 5g-i), control of gene expression (Fig. 5d-i), and

regulation of enzymatic activity (Fig. 6). The NIR-Fb scaffold allows combining Nbs of different

specificity with various regulatory molecules. Further enhancement of degradation ability can be

achieved by the multiplication of the number of NIR-Fb copies (Fig. 5f and Fig. 5i).

NIR-Fbs can be used for making protein fusions, re-coloring of cellular structures labeled with

other FPs, monitoring endogenous protein levels and localization, manipulating endogenous protein

levels at desired locations, conditional manipulation of protein activity in certain cells or locations,

and controlling expression of genes in certain cells, among other applications.

The small size and universal design of NIR-Fb, together with several thousand available Nbs57

of high structural similarity58, should allow detecting and/or manipulating functionality of a wide

range of cellular proteins and diverse signaling pathways based on the intracellular protein profile.

Several approaches for Nb selection from libraries59 and for their rational design60 should make the

NIR-Fb constructs available for almost any cellular protein. Further developments building upon this

work should expand our ability to rapidly generate NIR-Fb-based biosensors and effectors against a

diversity of intracellular epitopes, for cell- or protein-specific applications.
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Figure legends

Figure 1. Characterization of miRFP670nano3 protein. (a) Absorbance spectra. (b) Fluorescence

excitation spectrum recorded at 730 nm emission and emission spectrum recorded at 600 nm

excitation. (c) Size exclusion chromatography of miRFP670nano3 and used molecular weight protein

standards. (d) pH dependence of miRFP670nano3 fluorescence in comparison with parental

miRFP670nano. (e) Effective (cellular) brightness of miRFP670nano3 and miRFP670nano in

transiently transfected HeLa, N2A, U-2 OS, HEK293T, and NIH3T3 live cells. Fluorescence intensity

was analyzed 72 h after transfection. The effective brightness of miRFP670nano was assumed to be

100% for each cell type. Data are presented as mean values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection experiments.

(f) Photobleaching kinetics of miRFP670nano3 in comparison with parental miRFP670nano in live

HeLa cells. (g) Fluorescence intensity of live HeLa cells transiently transfected with

miRFP670nano3, miRFP670nano, or EGFP before and after 4 h of incubation with 20 µg/ml

cycloheximide. Data are presented as mean values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection experiments. (h)

Fluorescence intensity of live HeLa cells transiently transfected with miRFP670nano3,

miRFP670nano, or EGFP before and after 4 h of incubation with 10 µM bortezomib. Data are

presented as mean values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection experiments. (i) Fluorescence intensity of live

HeLa cells transiently transfected with miRFP670nano3, miRFP670nano, or EGFP 48 h and 120 h

after transfection normalized to that at 48 h. Data are presented as mean values ± s.d. for n = 4

transfection experiments. Fluorescence intensity in (e, g, h, i) was measured by flow cytometry using

a 640 nm excitation laser and a 670 nm LP emission filter for miRFP670nano and miRFP670nano3,

and a 488 nm excitation laser and a 510/15 nm emission filter for EGFP. Gating was performed as

shown in Supplementary Fig. 3.

Figure 2. Multiplex two-photon imaging with miRFP670nano3 in the brain and spinal cord of

live mice. (a) Left, xz sub-projection from a xy fluorescence image stack showing neurons (red) and

microglia (green) in the somatosensory cortex of a 14-weeks-old Cx3cr1 GFP/+ mouse five weeks after

stereotactic AAV9-hSYN-miRFP670nano3 vector delivery into deep cortical layers. Right, four

example images from the xy fluorescence image stack at the indicated depths (z) from the pial surface.

(b) Top, xz sub-projection from a xy fluorescence image stack showing neurons (red) and microglia

(green) in the lumbar spinal cord of a 12.5-weeks-old Cx3cr1 GFP/+ mouse five weeks after stereotactic
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AAV9-hSYN-miRFP670nano3 vector delivery into superficial dorsal horn laminae. Bottom, three

example images from the xy fluorescence image stack at the indicated depths (z) from the pial surface.

(a-b) GFP and miRFP670nano3 fluorescence images were acquired simultaneously using a 920 nm

excitation light and emission filters 525/70 nm for EGFP and 645/75 nm for miRFP670nano3. No

external BV was administered. Representative images of three experiments are shown. Scale bars,

100 m.

Figure 3. Design and evaluation of nanobodies (Nbs) internally fused with miRFP670nanos

(NIR-Fbs) in live HeLa cells. (a) Structure of Nb against GFP (NbGFP) (PDB ID: 3OGO) with

indicated positions for insertion of miRFP670nano3. (b) The fluorescence intensity distribution of

cells transfected with NbGFP, containing miRFP670nano3 inserted at G44/K45, S65/V66, or P90/E91

positions and co-expressed with or without EGFP. (c) Quantification of the data presented in (b). Data

are presented as mean values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection experiments. (d) Fluorescence intensity of

cells transfected with the same amount of the pNIR-FbGFP plasmid and indicated ratios of the pEGFP-

N1 plasmid to the pNIR-FbGFP plasmid. Fluorescence intensity of cells transfected with the pNIR-

FbGFP and pEGFP-N1 plasmids with the ratio of 1:1 was assumed to be 100% for each FP. Data are

presented as mean values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection experiments. (e) Mean fluorescence intensity of

cells transfected with NbGFP, containing miRFP670nano3 inserted at G44/K45, S65/V66 or P90/E91

sites via Gly4Ser linkers before and after 4 h of incubation with 10 µM bortezomib. Fluorescence

intensity of cells co-transfected with pEGFP-N1 and NbGFP, containing miRFP670nano3 inserted at

Ser65/Val66 was assumed to be 100%. Data are presented as mean values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection

experiments. (f) The fluorescence intensity distribution of cells transfected with NIR-Fbs to indicated

antigens and co-expressed with or without cognate antigen. (g) Fluorescence images of cells

transfected with NIR-Fbs to the indicated antigens and co-expressed with either mEGFP-labeled

cognate antigens or with unfused EGFP as a control. Representative images of two experiments are

shown. For imaging of miRFP670nano3 and EGFP, a 605/30 nm excitation and a 667/30 nm

emission, and a 485/20 nm excitation and a 525/30 nm emission filter was used, respectively. In (b,

c, d, e) fluorescence intensity was analyzed by flow cytometry using a 640 nm excitation laser and a

675/25 nm emission filter for miRFP670nano3, and a 488 nm excitation laser and a 510/15 nm

emission filter for EGFP. Gating was performed as shown in Supplementary Fig. 3. In (g) scale bars,

10 μm.
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Figure 4. Labeling of intracellular proteins with NIR-Fbs in live HeLa cells. Re-coloring of EGFP

and mCherry fluorescent proteins with NIR-Fbs: (a) EGFP-β-actin labeled with NIR-FbGFP, (b)

EGFP-α-tubulin labeled with NIR-FbGFP, (c) mCherry-β-actin labeled with NIR-FbmCherry, and (d)

mCherry-α-tubulin labeled with NIR-FbmCherry. (e) Schematic representation of NIR-FbALFA to ALFA

tag. (f) ALFA-tagged α-tubulin, β-actin, myosin, and clathrin labeled with NIR-FbALFA. (g) Schematic

representation of NIR-Fbactin to β-actin. (h) Endogenous β-actin labeled with NIR-Fbactin. (i)

Schematic representation of non-fluorescent NIR-Fbactin/Y58C fused with EGFP for indirect EGFP-

labeling of β-actin. (j) Endogenous β-actin labeled with NIR-Fbactin/Y58C–EGFP. In (a-d, f, h, j),

scale bars, 10 μm. Representative images of two experiments are shown. For imaging of

miRFP670nano3, EGFP, and mCherry, a 605/30 nm excitation and a 667/30 nm emission, a 485/20

nm excitation and a 525/30 nm emission, and a 560/25 nm excitation and a 607/36 nm emission filter

was used, respectively.

Figure 5. NIR-Fb fusions with antigen-dependent properties. (a) Schematic representation of the

bispecific NIR-FbGFP–NIR-FbmCherry fusion. If at least one cognate antigen (EGFP or mCherry) is not

expressed in the cell, the whole fusion with the single attached antigen is degraded. (b) Fluorescence

images of live HeLa cells transiently co-transfected with NIR-FbGFP–NIR-FbmCherry, EGFP cognate

antigen and mCherry cognate antigen (top row), with NIR-FbGFP–NIR-FbmCherry and EGFP only

(middle row), or with NIR-FbGFP–NIR-FbmCherry and mCherry only (bottom row). Scale bar, 10 μm.

(c) Quantification of the data presented in (b). (d) Schematic representation of NIR-FbGFP–GAL4 and

biNIR-FbGFP–GAL4 fusions for the antigen-dependent protein expression. In the presence of cognate

antigen (EGFP), NIR-FbGFP–GAL4 or biNIR-FbGFP–GAL4 fusions drive expression of Gaussia

luciferase (Gluc) reporter. Without cognate antigen, NIR-FbGFP–GAL4 and biNIR-FbGFP–GAL4

fusions are degraded, resulting in no Gluc expression. Bioluminescence signal of live HeLa cells co-

transfected with 5xUAS Gluc, either EGFP or mTagBFP2, and (e) NIR-FbGFP–GAL4 or (f) biNIR-

FbGFP–GAL4. (g) Schematic representation of NIR-FbGFP–NbALFA and biNIR-FbGFP–NbALFA fusions

for antigen-dependent degradation of ALFA-tagged proteins. In the presence of cognate antigen

(EGFP), ALFA-tagged GAL4 drives expression of Gluc reporter, whereas without EGFP the NIR-

FB fusions are degraded together with bound ALFA-tagged GAL4. Bioluminescence signal of live

HeLa cells co-transfected with ALFA-tagged GAL4, 5xUAS Gluc reporter, either EGFP or
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mTagBFP2, and (h) NIR-FbGFP–NbALFA or (i) biNIR-FbGFP–NbALFA. In (c, e, f, h, i) data are presented

as mean values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection experiments. For imaging of miRFP670nano3, EGFP, and

mCherry, a 605/30 nm excitation and a 667/30 nm emission, a 485/20 nm excitation and a 525/30 nm

emission, and a 560/25 nm excitation and a 607/36 nm emission filter was used, respectively.

Figure 6. NIR-Fb fusions for modulation of protein kinase activity. (a) Schematic representation

of non-fluorescent NIR-FbGFP/Y58C-PKI fusions with kinase inhibitory peptides (PKIs). In the

presence of the cognate antigen (in this case EGFP), the fusions inhibit the kinases activity. If the

antigen is not expressed the fusions are degraded. (b) Live HeLa cells expressing NIR fluorescent

PKA biosensor, transiently co-transfected with NIR-FbGFP/Y58C–PKI and EGFP cognate antigen

(top row), or with NIR-FbGFP/Y58C–PKI and mTagBFP2 control (bottom row). Cells were imaged

before and 45 min after the stimulation with dbcAMP. The FRET/donor ratio images are presented

using intensity pseudocolor. Scale bar, 10 µm. (c) Quantification of the data presented in (b), control

is cells not transfected with NIR-FbGFP/Y58C–PKI. (d) Live HeLa cells expressing NIR fluorescent

JNK biosensor transiently transfected with NIR-FbGFP/Y58C–JIP and EGFP cognate antigen (top

row), or with NIR-FbGFP/Y58C–JIP and mTagBFP2 control (bottom row). Cells were imaged before

and 45 min after the stimulation with 1 μg/ml anisomycin. FRET/donor ratio images are presented

using intensity pseudocolor. (e) Quantification of the data presented in (d), control is cells not

transfected with NIR-FbGFP/Y58C–JIP. Scale bar, 10 µm. In (c, e) data are presented as mean

values ± s.d. for n = 22 cells. For FRET imaging, a 605/30 nm excitation and a 667/30 nm (for

miRFP670nano) and a 725/40 nm (for miRFP720) emission filters was used.
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Methods

Mutagenesis and directed molecular evolution. The genes encoding miRFP670nano3 protein and

its mutants were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and inserted into the pBAD/His-B

vector (Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific) at KpnI/EcoRI sites. All oligonucleotide PCR primers

were purchased from Biomers. For BV synthesis, E.coli host cells were cotransformed with a

pWA23h plasmid encoding heme oxygenase from Bradyrhizobium ORS278 under rhamnose

promoter61, 62. Random mutagenesis of genes encoding miRFP670nano3 was performed with a

GeneMorph II random mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies). Site-specific mutagenesis and

saturated mutagenesis were performed by overlap-extension PCR. For library construction, a mixture

of mutated genes was cloned into pBAD/His-B vector and electroporated into LMG194 host cells

(Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific), containing a pWA23h plasmid. Typical mutant libraries

contained 107- 108 clones. Flow cytometry screening of mutant libraries was performed using an

Influx cell sorter (BD Biosciences). 640 nm laser for excitation and 670/30 nm emission filters were

used for the selection of positive clones. Before sorting, cells were grown in LB/ampicillin/kanamycin

medium supplemented with 0.02% rhamnose and 0.005% arabinose for 5 h at 37°C and then for 20

h at 22°C. The next day bacterial cells were pelleted, washed and diluted with phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS) to an optical density of 0.03 at 600 nm. Cells collected after sorting were incubated in

SOC medium for 1 h at 37°C and then plated on LB/ampicillin/kanamycin Petri dishes supplemented

with 0.005% arabinose and 0.02% rhamnose overnight at 37°C. Screening of brightest clones was

performed with Leica M205 fluorescence stereomicroscope equipped with CCD camera (Tucsen),

using filter set 650/45 nm excitation and 710/50 nm emission. About 30 selected clones were

subcloned into a pcDNA3.1 plasmid (Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific) and evaluated in

transiently transfected HeLa cells.

Protein expression and characterization. Proteins were expressed in LMG194 bacterial cells,

cotransformed with pWA23h plasmid, encoding heme oxygenase. Bacterial cells were grown to an

optical density of 0.5-0.7 at 600 nm in LB/ampicillin/kanamycin medium supplemented with 0.02%

rhamnose and, then, to induce miRFP670nano3 or NIR-Fb expression, 0.005% arabinose was added.

Bacteria were cultured for 5 h at 37°C and, then, at 22°C for 20 h. Protein purification was performed

with Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen). Proteins were eluted with PBS containing 100 mM EDTA.
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To perform size exclusion liquid chromatography a 2 ml volume of purified miRFP670nano3

was applied on the HiLoad 16/600 Superdex-200 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 20 mM

Tris-HCl, 300 mM NaCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing 50 μM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 150 mM NaCl,

1 mM DTT, 0.2 mM PMSF, 0.01% EP-40 and 0.2 mM benzodiazepine. A 1 ml/min flow rate was

used. The column was calibrated using the gel filtration standards from Bio-Rad.

Fluorescence spectra were recorded with a Cary Eclipse fluorimeter (Agilent Technologies).

Absorbance measurements were performed with a Hitachi U-2000 spectrophotometer. The extinction

coefficient of miRFP670nano3 was determined as a ratio between the absorbance value of the main

peak at the Q-band and the value of the peak at the Soret band, assuming the latter to have the

extinction coefficient of free BV of 39,900 M−1cm−1 63. The fluorescence quantum yield of

miRFP670nano3 was determined using a Nile blue dye as standard. All measurements were

performed in PBS (pH 7.4). The pH stability was studied using a series of Hydrion buffers (Micro

Essential Laboratory).

Distance between the adjacent β-strands of an Nb after insertion of miRFP670nano3 was

estimated with a Coot software (Crystallographic Object-Oriented Toolkit)64 using an Nb structure

from the crystallized GFP:antiGFP-Nb complex (PDB ID: 3OGO).

Dot-blot assay. The 2 μl of purified EGFP or NIR-FbGFP and control antigen bovine serum albumin

were spotted in PBS (proteins concentration 1 μg/ml) to the nitrocellulose membranes. The

membranes were air-dried and incubated with 10% non-fat skim milk in PBS at 37°C for 1 h. Then

membranes were washed with PBS and incubated with EGFP or NIR-FbGFP (1:100 dilution, PBS,

0.05% Tween-20), respectively, at 37° C for 1 h. After incubation membraned were washed and

imaged using the Leica M205 fluorescence stereomicroscope, using two filter sets: 650/45 nm

excitation and 710/50 nm emission for NIR-FbGFP and 480/40 nm excitation and 535/50 nm emission

for EGFP.

Construction of mammalian plasmids. To construct plasmids encoding miRFP670nano3 or its

mutants, the respective genes were inserted into a pcDNA3.1 plasmid (Invitrogen/ThermoFisher

Scientific) at KpnI/EcoRI sites.

To engineer plasmids for protein tagging and labeling of intracellular structures, the

miRFP670nano3 gene was swapped with miRFP703 either as C- (for LAMP1 and H2B) or N-
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terminal fusions (for α-tubulin, β-actin, myosin and clathrin) and with miRFP670nano as internal

fusion (β2AR and Gαs). To construct the EGFR-miRFP670nano3 fusion, miRFP670nano3 was

swapped with PATagRFP (Addgene #31950). To construct the pCytERM-miRFP670nano3 plasmid

for the OSER assay, the miRFP670nano3 gene was swapped with mGFP at AgeI/NotI sites of the

pCytERM-mGFP cloning vector (Addgene #62237).

Nanobodies internally fused with miRFP670nano3 were generated by overlap PCR, and the

resulted constructs were inserted into the pcDNA plasmid at the KpnI/EcoRI sites. Nb to GFP was

amplified from a pcDNA3.1-NSlmb-vhhGFP4 plasmid (Addgene #35579). Nb to actin was amplified

from a plasmid commercially available from ChromoTek. Nb to mCherry was amplified from a

pGEX6P1-mCherry-Nanobody plasmid (Addgene #70696). Nb to ALFA-tag was amplified from a

pET51b(+)-EGFP-NbALFA plasmid (Addgene #136626). Genes of Nb 2E7 to HIV gp41, Nb21 and

Nbm6 to SARS-CoV-2 to spike protein were synthesized by GenScript. A NIR-Fbactin/Y58C–EGFP

fusion was generated by overlap PCR and then a Tyr58Cys mutation was introduced to

miRFP670nano3 by site-directed mutagenesis.

Gene encoding RBD (333-529) of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein was amplified from a

pDONR223-SARS-CoV-2 S plasmid (Addgene #149329). Human β-catenin was amplified from a

pCI-neo-β-catenin plasmid (Addgene #16518). HIV p24 was amplified from a pET51b(+)-SNAP-

p24 plasmid (Addgene #130718). DHFR was amplified from a pET22b-ecDHFR plasmid (Addgene

#109055). HIV gp41 was amplified from a pLAI-Env plasmid (Addgene #133996). The PCR-

amplified genes were then fused with mEGFP (Addgene #62237) by SOE-PCR and inserted into a

pcDNA3.1 plasmid. ALFA-fused α-tubulin, β-actin, myosin, and clathrin were generated by PCR

with primer encoding ALFA-tag.

To generate NIR-Fb fusions, a 20 residue linker (Gly4Ser)4 was inserted into a pcDNA plasmid

by the BamHI/NotI sites. For the construction of NIR-FbGFP fused to mTagBFP2, NIR-FbGFP was

inserted into a pcDNA3.1 plasmid, containing the (Gly4Ser)4 linker at the KpnI/BamHI sites, and

mTagBFP2 was inserted at the NotI/XbaI sites. To generate bispecific NIR-Fbs, NIR-FbGFP was

inserted into the pcDNA3.1 plasmid, containing the (Gly4Ser)4 linker at the KpnI/BamHI sites, and

NIR-FbmCherry was inserted at the NotI/XbaI sites. To generate a NIR-FbmCherry–EGFP fusion, EGFP

was inserted into the pcDNA3.1 plasmid, containing a linker (Gly4Ser)4 and NIR-FbmCherry at

NotI/XbaI site. For the construction of N- and C-terminal fusions of Nb to GFP and miRFP670nano3,

their genes were inserted into a pcDNA3.1 plasmid, containing the (Gly4Ser)4 linker at the
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KpnI/BamHI or at the NotI/XbaI sites, respectively.

To engineer a NIR-FbGFP –GAL4 fusion, the GAL4-VP16 sequence was PCR-amplified from

a pGV-ER plasmid (Systasy) and inserted at the NotI/XbaI sites into the pcDNA3.1 plasmid

containing NIR-FbGFP and linker (Gly4Ser)4. To generate a NIR-FbGFP–NbALFA, the NIR-FbGFP was

inserted into the pcDNA-3.1 plasmid, containing the (Gly4Ser)4 linker at the KpnI/BamHI sites, and

NbALFA was inserted at the NotI/XbaI sites. To generate biNIR-FbGFP–GAL4 and biNIR-FbGFP–

NbALFA fusions, two NIR-FbGFP genes were joined by SOE-PCR and swapped with NIR-FbGFP. The

ALFA-tag was added to the N-terminus of GAL4-VP16 with oligonucleotide primer and inserted into

the pcDNA3.1 plasmid, at the KpnI/XbaI site. To generate fusions with inhibitory peptides, the

peptide sequences were introduced to the NIR-FbGFP with the (Gly4Ser)4 linker by PCR, and a Y58C

mutation was introduced to miRFP670nano3 by overlap PCR.

Mammalian cells and transfection. HeLa (CCL-2), N2A (CCL-131), U-2 OS (HTB-96), HEK293T

(CRL-3216) and NIH3T3 (CRL-1658) cells were obtained from the ATCC. Cells were cultured in a

DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 0.5% penicillin-streptomycin and 2 mM glutamine

(Invitrogen/ThermoFisher Scientific) at 37°C. For live-cell fluorescence microscopy, cells were

plated in 35 mm glass-bottom Petri dishes (Greiner Bio-One). Transient transfections were performed

using polyethylenimine65 or Effectene reagent (Qiagen).

To study protein stability, HeLa cells were incubated for 4 h with 10 µM bortezomib (Santa

Cruz) or 20 µg/ml cycloheximide (Santa Cruz).

An effective FP brightness was determined as a NIR fluorescence of transiently transfected

live HeLa cells 72 h after the transfection, without a supply of exogenous BV. The effective brightness

of parental miRFP670nano was assumed to be 100%.

Neuronal culture and transfection. Primary rat cortical neurons were prepared in the Neuronal Cell

Culture Unit, University of Helsinki. All animal work was performed under the ethical guidelines of

the European convention and regulations of the Ethics Committee for Animal Research of the

University of Helsinki. Cells were plated at a density of 500,000–700,000 per 35 mm glass-bottom

dish, coated with Poly-L-Lysine (0.01 mg/ml) (Merck). Neurons were grown at 37°C and 5% CO2 in

neurobasal medium (Gibco) supplemented with B27 (Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific), L-

glutamine (Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific), and penicillin-streptomycin (Lonza). Cultured
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neurons were transfected with pcDNA plasmids encoding respective miRFP670nano3 at 4–5 days

in vitro (DIV) using Effectene reagent (Qiagen) and imaged 48-72 h after transfection.

Wide-field fluorescence microscopy. Live cells were imaged with an Olympus IX81 inverted

epifluorescence microscope, equipped with a Lambda LS Xenon light source (Sutter). An ORCA-

Flash4.0 V3 camera (Hamamatsu) was used for image acquisition. Cells were imaged using either a

20× 0.75 NA air or a 60× 1.35 NA oil immersion objective lens (UPlanSApo, Olympus). During

imaging, HeLa cells were incubated in a cell imaging solution (Invitrogen/Life Technologies) and

kept at 37°C. The microscope was operated with a SlideBook v.6.0.8 software (Intelligent Imaging

Innovations). For imaging of miRFP670nano3, 605/30 nm excitation and 667/30 nm emission filters

(Chroma) were used. For EGFP, 485/20 nm excitation and 525/30 nm emission filters (Chroma) were

used. For mCherry, 560/25 nm excitation and 607/36 nm emission filters (Chroma) were used. The

data were analyzed using a SlideBook v. 6.0.8 (Intelligent Imaging Innovations) and a Fiji v.1.50b

software.

Photobleaching measurements were performed in live HeLa cells 48 h after transfection using

a 60× 1.35 NA oil immersion objective lens (UPlanSApo, Olympus) and a 605/30 nm excitation filter.

The light power density measured at the back aperture of the objective lens was 8.25  mW cm−2, which

gives an estimate of 4.3 W cm−2 at the focal objective plane.

For the OSER assay, U-2 OS cells were transfected with a pCytERM-miRFP670nano3

plasmid and imaged 48 h after the transfection using an Olympus IX81 inverted epifluorescence

microscope. The percentage of cells with normal reticular-shaped ER and without incorrect

localization was determined. A ratio of mean intensity of the whorls structure (OSER) to mean

intensity of the nuclear envelope (NE) measurement was quantified using an ImageJ v.1.51u.

To obtain FRET images of HeLa cells expressing NIR FRET biosensors, a 605/30 excitation

filter and two emission filters (667/30 nm for miRFP670nano and 725/40 nm for miRFP720) were

used. Emission ratios were obtained by calculating background-subtracted FRET intensities divided

by background-subtracted miRFP670nano intensities for JNK and PKA NIR biosensors. FRET

measurements were quantified using ImageJ v.1.51u. Intensity-modulated display mode was

generated with a full-spectrum lookup table. HeLa cells expressing JNK and PKA NIR-biosensors

were starved for 6 h with DMEM medium (Gibco/ThermoFisher Scientific) before imaging.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/fluorescence-microscope
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Flow cytometry. Flow cytometry analysis was performed using an Accuri C6 (BD Biosciences) and

a NovoCyte Quanteon 4025 (Agilent) flow cytometers. Before analysis, live cells were washed and

diluted in cold PBS to a density of 500,000 cells per ml. At least 30,000 cells per sample were

recorded. Using Accuri C6 flow cytometer, the fluorescence intensity of miRFP670nano and

miRFP670nano3 expressing cells was analyzed using the 640 nm excitation laser and 675/25 nm or

670 nm LP emission filters. The fluorescence intensity of EGFP was analyzed using a 488 nm laser

for excitation, and its fluorescence was detected with a 510/15 nm emission filter. Using a NovoCyte

Quanteon 4025 flow cytometer, the fluorescence intensity of miRFP670nano3 expressing cells was

analyzed using a 637 nm excitation laser and a 667/30 emission filter. The fluorescence intensity of

EGFP was analyzed using a 488 nm excitation laser, and a 525/45 nm emission filter. The

fluorescence intensity of mTagBFP2 was analyzed using a 405 nm excitation laser, and a 445/45 nm

emission filter. The fluorescence intensity of mCherry was analyzed using a 561 nm excitation laser,

and a 615/20 nm emission filter. Supplementary Fig. 3 exemplifies the gating strategy. The data were

analyzed using a FlowJo v.7.6.2 software.

Gaussia luciferase assay. For an antigen-dependent GAL4 stabilization, HeLa cells were co-

transfected with plasmids encoding NIR-FbGFP–GAL4 or biNIR-FbGFP–GAL4, reporter plasmid

pUAS-Gluc (5x UAS), and with either EGFP or mTagBFP in a 1:10:89 ratio. HeLa cells were co-

transfected with plasmids encoding ALFA-tagged GAL4-VP16, reporter plasmid pUAS-Gluc (5x

UAS), NIR-FbGFP–NbALFA or biNIR-FbGFP–NbALFA, and with either EGFP or mTagBFP2 in the

1:10:44.5:44.5 ratio. As controls, cells transfected with reporter plasmid pUAS-Gluc and with or

without ALFA-tagged GAL4-VP16 were used. To measure Gluc activity, the co-transfected HeLa

cells were grown in 24-well plates. 10 h after the transfection mixture was removed, a fresh growth

medium was added, and cells were incubated for 48 h. Then, 5 μl of culture media was mixed with

100 μl of 2 μM coelenterazine (Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific) in PBS in wells of a 96-well

half-area white plate (Costar). Bioluminescence was measured using a Victor X3 multilabel plate

reader (PerkinElmer).

Virus production and stereotactic injection. The miRFP670nano3 gene was PCR amplified and

subcloned into an AAV transfer vector downstream of the human synapsin promoter and upstream of

WPRE and hGHpA sequences. This vector was co-transfected into HEK293-AAV cells (Vector
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Biolabs) along with a pAdeno-helper vector and a pRC-AAV9 rep-cap plasmid. Recombinant AAV9

production was then carried out using a protocol developed by the Byungkook Lim laboratory at the

University of California at San Diego. The recombinant AAV9-hSYN-miRFP670nano3-WPRE-

hGHpA was titered by qPCR using primers designed to the hGHpA sequence. The titer of the virus

was 1.4E+12 GC ml-1.

0.4 l of undiluted AAV was injected into the cortex (coordinates: AP -0.8 - (-1.75) mm, ML

1.45-1.65 mm, DV 0.25-1.1 mm) or dorsal horn of the L3-L4 spinal cord (ML 0.3, DV 0.3-0.5 mm).

Surgical procedures closely followed previously established protocols30, 66. Briefly, thin-wall glass

pipettes were pulled on a Sutter Flaming/Brown micropipette puller (model P-97). Pipette tips were

cut at an acute angle under 10x magnification using sterile techniques. Tip diameters were typically

15–20 m. Pipettes that did not result in sharp bevels nor had larger tip diameters were discarded.

Millimeter tick marks were made on each pulled needle to measure the virus volume injected into the

brain or spinal cord.

Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (4% for induction; 1%-1.5% for maintenance) and

positioned in a computer-assisted stereotactic system with digital coordinate readout and atlas

targeting (Leica Angle Two). Body temperature was maintained at 36–37 °C with a direct current

(DC) temperature controller and ophthalmic ointment was used to prevent eyes from drying. A small

amount of depilator cream (Nair) was used to remove hair over the dorsal areas of the injection site

thoroughly. The skin was cleaned and sterilized with a two-stage scrub of betadine and 70% ethanol.

For brain injections, a midline incision was made beginning just posterior to the eyes and

ending just past the lambda suture. The scalp was pulled open and periosteum cleaned using scalpel

and forceps to expose the desired hemisphere for calibrating the digital atlas and coordinate marking.

Once reference points (bregma and lambda) were positioned using the pipette needle and entered into

the program, the desired target was set on the digital atlas. The injection pipette was carefully moved

to the target site (using AP and ML coordinates). Next, the craniotomy site was marked and an

electrical micro-drill with a fluted bit (0.5 mm tip diameter) was used to thin a 0.5–1 mm diameter

part of the bone over the target injection site. Once the bone was thin enough to flex gently, a 30G

needle with an attached syringe was used to carefully cut and lift a small (0.3–0.4 mm) segment of

bone.

For spinal cord injections, surgical scissors were used to make a small (around 10 mm)

incision along the midline. Fascia connecting the skin to the underlying muscle was removed with
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forceps. The skin was held back by retractors. Using blunt dissection, lateral edges of the spinal

column were isolated from connective tissue and muscle. Tissue from the vertebra of interest and one

vertebra rostral and caudal to the site of spinal cord exposure was removed with forceps. The spine

was then stabilized using Cunningham vertebral clamps and any remaining connective tissue on top

of the exposed vertebrae was removed with a spatula. Using a small sterile needle, an approximately

0.3 mm opening was made in the tissue overlying the designated injection site.

For injection, a drop of AAV was carefully pipetted onto parafilm (1–2 l) for filling the

pulled injection needle with the desired volume. Once loaded with sufficient volume, the injection

needle was slowly lowered into the brain or spinal cord until the target depth was reached. Manual

pressure was applied using a 30-ml syringe connected by shrink tubing and 0.4 l of the virus was

slowly injected over 5–10 min. Once the virus was injected, the syringe’s pressure valve was locked.

The position was maintained for approximately 10 min to allow the virus to spread and avoid

backflow upon needle retraction. Following the injection, head or spinal cord clamps were removed,

muscle approximated, and the skin sutured along the incision. Mice were given subcutaneous

Buprenex SR (0.5 mg per kg) and allowed to recover before placement in their cage.

Animal preparation for imaging. All live animal procedures were performed following the

guidelines of the National Institutes of Health and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care

and Use Committee at the Salk Institute. We used male Cx3cr1 GFP/+ mice (stock #005582, Jackson

Laboratories) with an age of 8–14 weeks at the time of imaging (6–9 weeks at the time of stereotactic

injection). 20 mice were used in this study.

Surgical procedures closely followed established protocols29, 30, 66. Briefly, mice were

anesthetized with isoflurane (4-5% for induction; 1%-1.5% for maintenance) and implanted with a

head or spinal plate on a custom surgical bed (Thorlabs). Body temperature was maintained at 36C–

37C with a DC temperature control system and ophthalmic ointment was used to prevent eyes from

drying. Depilator cream (Nair) was used to remove hair above the imaging site. The skin was

thoroughly cleansed and disinfected with a two-stage scrub of betadine and 70% ethanol.

For brain imaging, a scalp portion was surgically removed to expose frontal, parietal, and

interparietal skull segments. Scalp edges were attached to the lateral sides of the skull using a tissue-

compatible adhesive (3M Vetbond). A custom-machined metal plate was affixed to the skull with

dental cement (Coltene Whaledent, cat. no. H00335), allowing the head to be stabilized with a custom
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holder. An approximately 3 mm diameter craniotomy was made over the AAV injection site. A 1.5%

agarose solution and coverslip were applied to the exposed tissue. The coverslip was affixed to the

skull with dental cement to control tissue motion. Imaging commenced immediately after optical

window preparation.

For spinal cord imaging, a laminectomy was performed over the AAV injection site. The dura

mater overlying the spinal cord was kept intact. A custom-cut #0 coverslip was placed over the

exposed tissue and fixed to the spine with dental cement to control tissue motion. The depth of

anesthesia was monitored throughout the experiment and adjusted as needed to maintain a breath rate

of approximately 55-65 breaths per minute. Saline was supplemented as needed to compensate for

fluid loss.

Two-photon in vivo microscopy. Live animal imaging was performed 3-5 weeks after AAV

injection, as previously described29, 30, 66. Briefly, a Sutter Movable Objective Microscope equipped

with a pulsed femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser (Chameleon Ultra II, Coherent) with two fluorescence

detection channels was used for imaging (green emission filter: ET-525/70M (Chroma); near-infrared

emission filters: ET645/75M (Chroma) in conjunction with FF01-720/SP (Semrock); dichroic

beamsplitter: 565DCXR (Chroma); photomultiplier tubes: H7422-40 GaAsP (Hamamatsu)). The

laser excitation wavelength was set between 880-930 nm. The average laser power was <10-15 mW

at the tissue surface and adjusted with depth as needed to compensate for signal loss due to scattering

and absorption. An Olympus 20× 1.0 NA water immersion objective was used for light delivery and

collection. Z-stacks included up to 900 images, acquired at 1-2 m axial step size, used a two- to

four-frame average, 256 or 512 x 512-pixel resolution, and 1.0-2.5× zoom (corresponding to 701-282

m fields of view).

Image data processing. Data were processed in ImageJ or Fiji software (SciJava; https://fiji.sc). xz

projections were created from xy fluorescence image stacks using the 'Reslice' and '3D Project'

functions. Motion artifacts in spinal cord images were reduced using the 'Image Stabilizer' plugin

(transformation: affine). Supplemental Videos S1-S3 were created using Igor Pro (version 8.04;

WaveMetrics).

Reproducibility. The experiments were not randomized. The investigators were not blinded to
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allocation during the experiments and outcome assessment. No sample-size estimation was performed

to ensure adequate power to detect a pre-specified effect size.
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Supplementary figure 1
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miRFP670nano (76) ADIYTANLTECYRDLLTQFQVRAILAVPILQGKKLWGLLVAHQLAAPRQWQTWEIDFLKQQAVVVGIAIQQS
miRFP670nano3   (76) ADIYTANLVECYRDLLIEFQVRAILAVPILQGKKLWGLLVAHQLAGPREWQTWEIDFLKQQAVVMGIAIQQS
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The fluorescence intensity of transiently
transfected HeLa cells measured at
different time points after transfection
by flow cytometry
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NbGFP (1) --QVQLVESGGALVQPGGSLRLSCAASGFPV---NRYSMRWYRQAPGKEREWVAGMSSAGDRSSY
NbmCherry (1) ----QLVESGGSLVQPGGSLRLSCAASGRFA---ESSSMGWFRQAPGKEREFVAAISWSGGATNY
Nbactin (1) MAQVQLVESGGGLTQAGGSLRLSCATSGLIF---SAFGMGWFRQAPGKEREFVGGINWRG-STNY
Nbcatenin (1) -MQVQLVESGGGLVQPGGSLTLSCTASGFTL---DHYDIGWFRQAPGKEREGVSCINNSDDDTYY
NbALFA-tag (1) --MVQLQESGGGLVQPGGSLRLSCTASGVTISALNAMAMGWYRQAPGERRVMVAAVSERG-NAMY
NbDXFR (1) -MQVQLQESGGGLVQAGGSLRLSCKASGIIF---SVYKMTWYRQAPGKERELVALITTNN-NTMT
Nbp24 (1) -MDVQLQESGGGLVQAGGSLRLSCAASGSIS---RFNAMGWWRQAPGKEREFVARIVKGF-DPVL
Nbgp41 (1) -MDVQLQESGGGLVQPGGSLRLSCAASGNIV---SIDAAGWFRQAPGKQREPVATILTGG-ATNY
Nb21spike (1) -MQVQLVESGGGLVQAGGSLRLSCAVSGLG-----AHRVGWFRRAPGKEREFVAAIGANGGNTNY
Nbm6spike (1) -MQVQLVESGGGLVQAGGSLRLSCAASGYIF---GRNAMGWYRQAPGKERELVAGITRRGSITYY

NbGFP (61) EDS VKGRFTISRDDARNTVYLQMNSLKPEDTAVYYCNVNVG---------FEYWGQGTQVTVSS
NbmCherry (59) ADS AKGRFTLSRDNTKNTVYLQMNSLKPDDTAVYYCAANLGNYISSNQRLYGYWGQGTQVTVS-
Nbactin (62) GDF VKGRFTISRDNAKNTVYLQMNNLKPEDTAVYYCAARMVHK-----TEYDYWGEGTQVTVSS
Nbcatenin (62) ADS VKGRFTIFMNNAKDTVYLQMNSLKPEDTAIYYCAEARGCK--RGRYEYDFWGQGTQVTVSS
NbALFA-tag (63) RES VQGRFTVTRDFTNKMVSLQMDNLKPEDTAVYYCHVLEDRVDS----FHDYWGQGTQVTVSS
NbDXFR (61) VDS VKGRFTISRDNVQNTVYLEMNNLKPEDTAVYYCNANRGLAG------PAYWGQGTQVTVSS
Nbp24 (61) ADS VKGRFTISIDSAENTLALQMNRLKPEDTAVYYCFAALDT---------AYWGQGTQVTVSS
Nbgp41 (61) ADS VKGRFTISRDNAKNTVYLQMNSLKPEDTAVYYCYAPMIYYG---GRYSDYWGQGTQVTVSS
Nb21spike (60) LDS VKGRFTISRDNAKNTIYLQMNSLKPQDTAVYYCAARDIET-----AEYTYWGQGTQVTVSS
Nbm6spike (62) ADS VKGRFTISRDNAKNTVYLQMNSLKPEDTAVYYCAADPASP-----AYGDYWGQGTQVTVSS

miRFP670nano3
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Single-domain near-infrared protein provides a scaffold for

antigen-dependent fluorescent nanobodies

Supplemental Information



Supplementary Figure 1. Alignment of the amino acid sequences of miRFP670nano and

miRFP670nano3. Mutations found in miRFP670nano3 are highlighted in yellow.

1                                                                        75
miRFP670nano (1) MANLDKMLNTTVTEVRQFLQVDRVCVFQFEEDYSGVVVVEAVDDRWISILKTQVRDRYFMETRGEEYSHGRYQAI
miRFP670nano3    (1) MANLDKMLNTTVTEVRKFLQADRVCVFKFEEDYSGTVSHEAVDDRWISILKTQVQDRYFMETRGEEYVHGRYQAI

76                                                                   147
miRFP670nano (76) ADIYTANLTECYRDLLTQFQVRAILAVPILQGKKLWGLLVAHQLAAPRQWQTWEIDFLKQQAVVVGIAIQQS
miRFP670nano3   (76) ADIYTANLVECYRDLLIEFQVRAILAVPILQGKKLWGLLVAHQLAGPREWQTWEIDFLKQQAVVMGIAIQQS



Supplementary Figure 2. Calibration plot of miRFP670nano3 size exclusion

chromatography. Ve, elution volume; Vo, void volume of column.



Supplementary Figure 3. Exemplifying gating strategy of flow cytometry analysis. Gating was

performed using three gates, for (a) intact cells, (b) single cells, and (c) live cells. These cells were

then gated against non-transfected cells in green (Ex. 488 nm, Em. 510/15 nm) channel for

selecting EGFP positive cells (d). The latter cells were used to access the brightness in green and/or

near-infrared (Ex. 640 nm, Em. 675/25 nm) channels (e, f).



Supplementary Figure 4. Stability of miRFP670nano3 in HeLa cells. The number of FP

expressing (fluorescent) HeLa cells transiently transfected with parental miRFP670nano,

miRFP670nano3 or EGFP was calculated 48 h and 120 h after transfection. Gating was performed

as shown in Supplementary Fig. 3. The values were normalized to the number of cells observed

48 h after transfection. Data are presented as mean values ± s.d. for n = 4 transfection experiments.



Supplementary Figure 5. Fluorescence intensity of HeLa cells transiently transfected with

miRFP670nano3, miRFP670nano and EGFP measured at indicated time points after

transfection. Data are presented as mean values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection experiments.

Fluorescence intensity was analyzed by flow cytometry using a 640 nm excitation laser and a

675/25 nm emission filter for miRFP670nano and miRFP670nano3, and a 488 nm excitation laser

and a 510/15 nm emission filter for EGFP. Gating was performed as shown in Supplementary Fig.

3.



Supplementary Figure 6. OSER assay of U-2 OS cells transfected with plasmids encoding

CytERM-miRFP670nano3 fusion. (a) U-2 OS cells expressing a fusion of CytERM and

miRFP670nano3. Representative images of four experiments are shown. Scale bars, 10 μm. (b)

The ratio of the mean OSER intensity to the mean nuclear envelope intensity (NE). Each dot

represents an OSER structure. Data are presented as mean values ± s.d. for n = 32 cells. (c) The

results of the OSER assay. “Normal looking cells” are cells without OSER structures and incorrect

localization. The 605/30 excitation and 667/30 nm emission filters were used.



Supplementary Figure 7. Protein fusions of miRFPnano3 imaged using epifluorescence

microscopy. The N-terminal fusions are α-tubulin, β-actin, myosin and vesicular protein clathrin.

The C-terminal fusions are lysosomal membrane glycoprotein LAMP1, histone H2B and EGFR.

The internally inserted fusions are β2 adrenergic receptor (B2AR) and G-protein α subunit (Gαs).

Scale bars, 10 μm. Representative images of two experiments are shown. The 605/30 excitation

and 667/30 nm emission filters were used.



Supplementary Figure 8. Dissociated rat cortical neurons transfected with miRFP670nano3.

Scale bar, 10 μm. Representative images of two experiments are shown. The 605/30 excitation and

667/30 nm emission filters were used.



Supplementary Figure 9. The amino acid sequence of nanobody to GFP with positions for

insertion of miRFP670nano3 and corresponding linkers indicated by arrows. The

complementarity determining regions (CDRs) are in blue.



Supplementary Figure 10. Design and evaluation of NIR-Fbs. (a-l) The fluorescence intensity

distribution of live HeLa cells transiently transfected with NbGFP containing miRFP670nano3

inserted at G44/K45, S65/V66 or P90/E91 sites with corresponding linkers co-expressed with or

without EGFP has been analyzed using flow cytometry. Gating was performed as shown in

Supplementary Fig. 3. (m) Quantification of the data presented in (a-l). Data are presented as mean

values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection experiments.



Supplementary Figure 11. Fluorescence intensity of HeLa cells transfected with NbGFP N-

terminally or C-terminally tagged with miRFP670nano3. (a) The fluorescence intensity

distribution of the cells expressing N-terminal fusion miRFP670nano3-NbGFP co-transfected with

either cognate antigen EGFP or control antigen mTagBFP2. Gating was performed as shown in

Supplementary Fig. 3. (b) Quantification of the data presented in (a). (c) The fluorescence intensity

distribution of the cells expressing C-terminal fusion NbGFP-miRFP670nano3 co-transfected with

either cognate antigen EGFP or control antigen mTagBFP2. (d) Quantification of the data

presented in (c). In (b, d) data are presented as mean values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection

experiments. The miRFP670nano3 fluorescence intensity was analyzed by flow cytometry using

a 640 nm excitation laser and a 667/30 nm emission filter.



Supplementary Figure 12. Analysis of antigen-binding properties of NIR-FbGFP using dot-

blot assay. (a) Live E.coli bacterial cells expressing mCherry (negative control) and NIR-FbGFP.

Bacterial streaks were imaged with Leica M205FA fluorescence stereomicroscope using filter sets

ex. 650/45 nm and em. 710/50 nm for NIR-FbGFP and ex. 560/40 nm and em. 620/40 nm for

mCherry. (b) Schematics of the dot-blot immunoassay for detection of EGFP immobilized on

nitrocellulose membrane using NIR-FbGFP. (c) Detection of immobilized EGFP using NIR-FbGFP.

(d) Scheme of the dot-blot immunoassay for detection of NIR-FbGFP immobilized on nitrocellulose

membrane using EGFP. (e) Detection of immobilized NIR-FbGFP using EGFP. Membranes were

imaged with Leica M205FA fluorescence stereomicroscope using filter sets ex. 650/45 nm and

em. 710/50 nm for NIR-FbGFP and ex. 480/40 nm and em. 535/50 nm for EGFP.



Supplementary Figure 13. Analysis of NIR-Fb specificity to an antigen. (a) The fluorescence

intensity distribution of live HeLa cells transiently transfected with NIR-FbGFP co-expressed with

EGFP or with EGFP/N146I mutant was analyzed using flow cytometry. Gating was performed as

shown in Supplementary Fig. 3. (b) Quantification of the data presented in (a). Data are presented

as mean values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection experiments.



Supplementary Figure 14. Fluorescence intensity of HeLa cells transfected with the same

amount of a pNIR-FbGFP plasmid and indicated ratios of a pEGFP-N1 plasmid to the pNIR-

FbGFP plasmid. The fluorescence intensity was analyzed by flow cytometry using a 640 nm

excitation laser and a 675/25 nm emission filter for miRFP670nano3, and a 488 nm excitation laser

and a 510/15 nm emission filter for EGFP. The data are presented as the intensity dot plots of

miRFP670nano3 (ordinate axis) versus EGFP (abscissa axis) fluorescence.



Supplementary Figure 15. NIR-FbGFP fused to mTagBFP2 is stabilized by binding to antigen

similarly to unfused NIR-FbGFP. (a) Fluorescence intensity of HeLa cells expressing NIR-FbGFP

fused with mTagBFP2 co-transfected with either EGFP or mCherry. Gating was performed as

shown in Supplementary Fig. 3. (b) Quantification of the data presented in (a). Data are presented

as mean values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection experiments. The fluorescence intensity was analyzed

using flow cytometry using a 405 excitation laser and a 445/45 emission filter. The mTagBFP2

brightness in cells co-transfected with EGFP was assumed to be 100%. Error bars, s.d. (n=3;

transfection experiments).



Supplementary Figure 16. NIR-Fb behavior in mammalian cells: stabilization by antigen

binding and proteasomal degradation in unbound state. Mean fluorescence intensity of HeLa

cells transiently transfected with NbGFP, containing miRFP670nano3 inserted at (a) G44/K45, (b)

S65/V66 or (c) P90/E91 sites before and after 4 h of incubation with 10 µM proteasome inhibitor

bortezomib. (d) Mean fluorescence intensity of HeLa cells transiently transfected with NbGFP

containing miRFP670nano3 inserted at the indicated sites via corresponding linkers before and

after 4 h of incubation with 10 µM bortezomib. Gating was performed as shown in Supplementary

Fig. 3. Data are presented as mean values ± s.d. for n = 3 transfection experiments.



Supplementary Figure 17. Alignment of the amino acid sequences of the Nbs to GFP,

mCherry, all actins, human β-catenin, ALFA-tag peptide, dihydrofolate reductase from

E.coli, HIV’s protein antigens p24 and gp41, and Nb21 and Nbm6 to SARS-CoV-2’s spike

protein. The insertion position of miRFPnano3 is indicated by the arrow.



Supplementary Figure 18. Antigen-dependent stabilization of NIR-Fb fusion-partner. (a)

Schematic representation of NIR-FbmCherry–EGFP fusion. If mCherry is not expressed by cells, the

fusion degrades. (b) Fluorescent images of live HeLa cells transiently co-transfected with NIR-

FbmCherry–EGFP and mCherry cognate antigen (top row), or with NIR-FbmCherry–EGFP and

mTagBFP2 control (bottom row). Scale bar, 100 μm. Representative images of two experiments

are shown. (c) Quantification of the data presented in (b). Data are presented as mean values ± s.d.

for n = 3 transfection experiments. For the miRFP670nano3, EGFP and mCherry imaging, the

605/30 nm excitation and 667/30 nm emission, 485/20 excitation and 525/30 nm emission, and

560/25 nm excitation and 607/36 nm emission filters were used.



Supplementary Table 1. Properties of monomeric NIR FPs designed from various bacterial photoreceptors and red-shifted GFP-like

FPs mCherry and mCardinal.

miRFP670nano3 is highlighted in bold.
a Unless otherwise stated, it is determined as NIR fluorescence in live HeLa cells 72 h after transfection with no supply of exogenous
BV and after normalization to the fluorescence of co-transfected EGFP.
b Estimated from SNIFP absorption spectrum in Supplementary Figure 2a in original paper3.
c Based on the comparison with smURFP in HEK293 cells in6.
d Measured with different light sources in original papers7, 8.
.

NIR FP Ex,
nm

Em,
nm

Extinction
coefficient,

M-1cm-1

Quantum
yield, %

Molecular
brightness vs.

miRFP670 nano, %

pKa1

(acid)
pKa2

(alkali)
Photostability in
HeLa cells, t1/2, s

Brightness in
mammalian cells vs.
miRFP670nano, % a

Ref.

miRFP670nano 645 670 95,000 10.8 100 3.7 9.0 545 100 1

miRFP670nano3 645 670 129,000 18.5 233 4.2 11 500 412 this
work

miRFP670 642 670 87,400 14.0 119 4.5 9.5 183 117
2miRFP703 674 703 90,900 8.6 76 4.5 >9.5 394 61

miRFP709 683 709 78,400 5.4 41 4.5 9.2 192 42
SNIFP 697 720 75,000 b 2.2 16 4.5 >9.0 n.a. n.a. 3

mIFP 683 704 82,000 8.4 67 4.5 9.2 54 26 4, 5

BDFP1.5 688 711 74,000 5.0 36 2.0 >10 1310 c 0.5 c 6

mCherry 587 610 72,000 22.0 154 4.5 n.d. 68 d n.d. 7

mCardinal 604 659 87,000 19.0 160 5.3 n.d. 730 d n.d. 8



Supplementary Video S1. Z-stack of two-photon images showing miRFP670nano3-labeled

neurons (red) in the neocortex of a 14-weeks-old anesthetized Cx3cr1 GFP/+ mouse with

labeled microglia (white). Data were acquired with an Olympus XLUMPlanFl 20× 1.0 NA

objective at 2.5× optical zoom 5 weeks after stereotactic injection of a custom AAV9-hSYN-

miRFP670nano3 vector (0.4 l at ~650 m cortical depth). 920 nm light from a Coherent Ultra II

laser was used to excite both fluorophores. The 525/70 and 645/75 emission filters were employed

to collect EGFP and miRFP670nano3 fluorescence, respectively. Recording depth from the pial

surface is indicated in the upper right corner. Center and left images were acquired simultaneously.

Images on the right show their overlay. Scale bar, 100 m.

Supplementary Video S2. Z-stack of two-photon images showing miRFP670nano3-labeled

neurons (red) in the neocortex of a 13-weeks-old anesthetized Cx3cr1 GFP/+ mouse with

labeled microglia (white). Data were acquired with an Olympus XLUMPlanFl 20× 1.0 NA

objective at 1.7× optical zoom four weeks after stereotactic injection of a custom AAV9-hSYN-

miRFP670nano3 vector (0.4 l at ~400 m cortical depth). 930 nm light from a Coherent Ultra II

laser was used to excite both fluorophores. The 525/70 and 645/75 emission filters were employed

to collect EGFP and miRFP670nano3 fluorescence, respectively. Recording depth from the pial

surface is indicated in the upper right corner. Center and left images were acquired simultaneously.

Images on the right show their overlay. Scale bar, 100 m.

Supplementary Video S3. Z-stack of two-photon images showing miRFP670nano3-labeled

neurons (red) in the lumbar spinal dorsal horn of a 12.5-weeks-old anesthetized Cx3cr1 GFP/+

mouse with labeled microglia (white). Data were acquired with an Olympus XLUMPlanFl 20×

1.0 NA objective at 1.0× optical zoom five weeks after stereotactic injection of a custom AAV9-

hSYN-miRFP670nano3 vector (0.4 l at ~50 m depth). 925 nm light from a Coherent Ultra II

laser was used to excite both fluorophores. The 525/70 and 645/75 emission filters were employed

to collect EGFP and miRFP670nano3 fluorescence, respectively. Recording depth from the pial

surface is indicated in the upper right corner. Center and left images were acquired simultaneously.

Images on the right show their overlay. Scale bar, 100 m.
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